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1) CONTEXT
ANA is a Portuguese public  company whose business  is  the management  of 
airports. This includes aviation (its core business representing around 65% of revenues) 
but  also  non-aviation  related  businesses  which  happen  inside  the  area  managed  by 
ANA. It is important to point out that the aviation industry is heavily regulated what 
limits  ANA’s flexibility regarding pricing.  ANA is subject  to a  single till  regulatory 
framework which implies that, when determining the maximum charges per passenger, 
revenues generated in non-aviation businesses are also taken into account. Strategically, 
this  implies  that,  in  order  to  be able  to  decrease  aeronautical  charges  (thus  making 
ANA’s airports more competitive), ANA must increase its revenues from non-aviation.
The airline industry has changed a lot in the last decades – it shifted from a 
premium service offered to a limited amount of wealthy customers to a commoditized 
product  increasingly affordable  to  the  masses.  This  was  due  to  several  factors:  the 
appearance  of  a  new  business  model  for  airline  companies  –  the  low-cost;  the 
liberalization  of  the  airline  industry  which  fostered  stronger  competition  and  new 
entrants; and the globalization effect which led and allowed more people to travel.
The overall decrease in airplane ticket price’s (which was the driver causing a 
greater demand for air travel) started in 1992 with a fierce price war between several 
American airlines  and continued throughout the world as competition increased and 
protectionism over  flag  carriers  gradually  dropped.  But,  with  lower  prices,  airlines 
started  to  pay special  attention  to  their  cost  structures  trying  to  increase  efficiency, 
reduce  unnecessary costs  and  pressure  suppliers  and  partners  for  cheaper  contracts. 
ANA is such a supplier and, so, it was also affected by this change in the industry and 
had to deal with this pressure to reduce prices. This effect became increasingly more 
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important  as  low-cost  companies  (which  have  a  tougher  stance  when  negotiating 
contract prices) have gained importance in ANA’s airports in the last 5 years.
Not only have the rules and the way players interact changed but also the end 
customer of airline travel - the passenger has become a much more varied persona. This 
widening of the passenger’s profiles implies a great challenge for ANA. It has been 
trying to cope with this evolution but, due to the fact that it has been a fast process, it 
seems that it was unable to make this evolution as efficiently as it wanted.
It must deal with structural problems: it has to reduce costs and limit investment 
due to the financial situation of the Portuguese state; a limited internal market both in 
terms of  geography and demography;  a  decreasing  purchasing  power of  its  internal 
customers (affected by the financial and, later, the Portuguese state debt crisis).
The trends described impacted greatly the business model of airports’ managing 
companies  as  the  capacity  to  generate  revenues  from  its  core  business  has  been 
decreasing. This led to the conclusion that, in order to grow their revenues, they would 
have to increase revenues coming from non-aviation (which are much more flexible as 
prices are non-regulated). Nowadays, study cases of success are companies which get 
larger incomes from non-aviation businesses than from aviation businesses. ANA has 
reacted to this by trying to position itself as a more revenue-focused company and by 
innovating in the way it manages and profits from non-aviation businesses.
2) REFLECTION ON CONTENT DONE FOR THE CLIENT
2.1) Problem definition
This project was conducted to respond to two interrelated but different questions 
put forward by ANA’s Board of Directors:
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• Question 1 asked us to estimate the value of exports inside the “ANA space” (a 
delimited geographic area where ANA has rights of exploration). This analysis had 
to be conducted between 2006 and 2010.
• Question 2 asked the team, based on the analysis done for question 1, to assess the 
growth potential of that value.
The project was set to analyze the airports whose ownership is totally ANA’s: 
Lisbon, Porto, Faro and four in the Azores. Due to the small relative importance of the 
Azores’ airports (both in terms of passengers and revenues) we decided, following the 
80/20 principle (later described in section B2), that we would focus on the three other.
Question 1 was apparently a closed one but, after several discussions among the 
team and the supervisor, we concluded that, according to the definition of export we 
chose to follow, some types of transactions were included while others excluded. This 
was one of the first challenges: understand why ANA’s management would be interested 
in knowing that value so that we could follow the definition which would give the most 
adapted  results  to  their  needs.  So,  we  considered  that  the  concern  of  management 
regarding exports is due to three main factors:
• The challenging situation in which the Portuguese economy and, most importantly 
in ANA’s case, the Portuguese public finances are. In order to solve this problem, 
some general ideas have been proposed as possible solutions both by official and 
unofficial persons/entities. According to them, the promotion of exports has become 
a crucial strategic goal in solving the imbalances of the Portuguese economy. 
• The hypothesis (later confirmed) that the company might be privatized surely was 
important in the definition of the project’s scope. Being the value of exports in the 
“ANA space” larger than ANA’s turnover, it could be useful to negotiate with the 
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Portuguese  government  by  presenting  ANA  as  an  essential  pillar  in  the 
government’s economic strategy thus preventing a possible privatization.
• The single-till regulatory framework gives ANA incentives for the development of 
non-core activities in order to make the core ones more competitive.
Question 2 was much more open and, initially, it was very difficult to predict in 
which business areas (BAs) the potential would lay. As we started to delve into this 
question,  we found it  important  to  reflect  on how we could  add more  value  while 
respecting the scope defined in the proposal. So, we set a few guidelines for our analysis 
which we referred to as Golden Rules:
• A first  rule defined that a potential  growth opportunity for exports should never 
affect negatively the overall revenues of ANA. 
• A second rule defended that, according to the view that the growth of ANA’s exports 
is strategically important for the Portuguese economy,  the project would not add 
value to the economy if transactions made outside of the ANA space were brought 
inside it (as the aggregate economic value would be the same).
With  the  definition  of  these  Golden  Rules,  the  scope  of  possible 
recommendations  was  dramatically  decreased  when  compared  to  an  hypothetical 
question of how to increase revenues (which would surely also increase exports as a 
major  part  of  ANA’s  airports’  population  and  airline  companies  reside  in  other 
countries). Although, the fact that we were looking at this situation from a perspective 
(focus on exports) very different from that of ANA’s departments (focus on revenues) 
led  us  to  add more  value  and not  risk  replicating  what  was  being  done  inside  the 
company.
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2.2) Reflection on work methodology
To begin, we identified the different BAs existing inside the “ANA space”. Then, 
we divided them among the team members so that each of us could focus on a specific 
work front (which was composed by one or more  BAs). The main responsibilities in 
each  work front were: communicating and cooperating with the internal personnel of 
the involved BA(s); gathering and analyzing the data from that BA(s); and conducting 
field research related to that BA(s).
• Learning Experience  (LE):  This  division  of  tasks  worked  well  as  each  team 
member had the chance to concentrate on his work front. In this way we were able 
to use our time more efficiently so that we could respect the accorded deadlines. The 
downside was that, when we put together our individual work, we risked that the 
result was too heterogeneous or even contradictory.  If one made his calculations 
according to a definition and the other to another, this would make the final work 
weak and inconsistent. To mitigate this, we discussed regularly our methodologies 
and results. Thanks to the free speech policy of our team (which I will explain in 
section B2) we were quick to point weaknesses or errors so that we could correct 
them continuously. The supervisor played a critical role in maintaining pressure so 
that we cross-checked if, even using different methodologies, we respected the same 
guiding principles and definitions.
It is important to note that we distributed the BAs among the team members at 
the beginning of the project so that when we started to work inside the company we 
already had a specific work front assigned. Regardless of that, we went together to all 
the introductory meetings at each BA.
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• LE:  Attending  these  meetings  was  important  as  I  gained  an  overall  knowledge 
about the company, the industry and the environment it  operates in. I could then 
build my know-how on top of that instead of just having a micro view of my own 
work  front.  This  was  especially  useful  for  question  2 as,  when  we  started 
addressing  that  issue,  I  already  had  a  global  vision  of  the  business  and  could 
brainstorm with more information thus generating a wider scope of ideas.
In order to gain knowledge regarding my  work front, I scheduled a meeting 
with representatives of my BA’s department. I organized the meeting in three phases: 
first, I made a brief introduction of our project’s objectives, methodology we planned to 
use  and  what  support  we  needed  so  they  could  contextualize  the  meeting;  then,  I 
conducted  a  round  of  questions  related  to  their  business  model;  and,  finally,  we 
discussed past results and predictions to organize information in a time frame. Along the 
interview I  requested  the  data  needed when I  felt  it  was  related  to  the  topic  being 
discussed so that they understood directly why we wanted it.
• LE: I understood how important it is to be prepared for a meeting so that I can be 
ready to respond to any scenario. In this case, we faced an aggressive negotiation 
stance. I attributed this to the fact that it is common to face reluctance and a negative 
attitude  from people  when they have to  give information to  an “outsider”.  This 
meeting was, among the first ones, the most challenging as people we dealt with are 
used to  negotiate  frequently (this  could even be considered their  core skill)  and 
faced  our  team  with  an  aggressive  stance  and  a  “direct-to-the-point” 
communication.  I  was not expecting this  kind of attitude,  which contrasted with 
other meetings where people had been either welcoming or uninterested. Despite 
that, the meeting was quite productive.
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After  the  meeting,  I  had  to  wait  for  the  information  requested.  The  internal 
reports  we  asked  for  were  received  directly  after  the  meeting  and  they  provided 
quantitative information for the start of my analysis. To support our analysis we also 
requested the answers database from which the reports were developed so that we could 
analyze and filter the information according to the variables we wanted to know. 
• LE: Gathering data is not easy as priorities for the team are sometimes interpreted 
as “just  more work” by the people who have it.  In order to make this the most 
efficient and fast we must ask the right person for the right information. For this, we 
must try to predict beforehand how the information is stored and organized while 
making sure that that person understands why we need it and how we want to use it. 
A big problem that arose in this phase was how to gain trust and respect from the 
people in the company who, due to the fact that we are students and the limited fees 
paid  for  the  project,  tended  to  disregard  the  importance  of  our  work.  Some 
information was very sensible for the company so that any leak could have serious 
consequences on revenues, sustainability of the business model and pose a threat on 
their competitive advantage thus receiving it implied a great responsibility.
Although the data I received was the most important input for my work front, 
there  was  still  a  void  of  information  regarding  some  variables  essential  for  the 
quantification of exports  for a  certain  perspective.  Therefore,  we decided we would 
have to conduct some field research in the three airports before the first progress review 
so that the results we presented by then were already fairly accurate. The way to collect 
this information would have to be done both directly (through interviews) and indirectly 
(through observation). To prepare myself, I defined what variables I would need and 
though about how to get them. I did not prepare fixed interviews as I believed that a 
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more informal approach would have better results. Instead, I made a brief list of the 
topics which I would have to address when talking to each person so I would have them 
structured in my mind and not forget any.
• LE:  In  this  particular  process  of  field  research  I  clearly  saw  my  skills  and, 
consequently,  the  results  obtained  evolving  continuously  from  the  first  airport 
visited  until  the  last  one.  Because  I  did  not  have  a  fixed  “screenplay”  for  the 
interviews, at first I was unable to make every conversation very efficient but, as I 
gained experience and confidence,  I  started to develop a  successful  approach in 
terms of: the initial presentation I gave; how and when to ask each question; how to 
adapt my stance according to my understanding of each person’s personality. This 
meant that in some cases I was more formal and direct while in others I was more 
informal and subtle. The fact that I had the chance to visit airports which I did not 
know also helped me to widen my vision of ANA’s business and its customers.
After  the  integration  of  all  the  information  collected  (ANA’s  data  and  field 
research) I was able to reach a final estimation for the value of exports for my work 
front. The next task would be to prepare the first progress review which was a vital 
moment for two reasons: it  was the first contact with the Board of ANA and, so, it 
would be very important  in  terms of defining expectations  about  the quality of our 
work; it was the first progress review for any member of the team so we were all feeling 
nervous and curious while very willing to perform. The preparation of the document to 
be presented involved several phases: understand the dynamics and the role of each of 
us in the progress review; definition of what are the main messages we want to transmit 
along with a first draft of the Master (concept described in section B2); preparation of 
the content and discussion on the best  ways to present the messages (what types of 
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graphs, matrixes); revision of the document paying special attention to the way the ideas 
flow (it must be consistent and easily understandable).
• LE: A first consideration about the preparation of a progress review is that it was 
much more complex and demanding than I initially expected. It was only then that I 
realized the true meaning of the expression “the work of a consultant is two thirds 
analytical and a third communication”. I consider that the process of preparing this 
first  document  was  a  vital  step  of  my  learning  experience  in  this  project  so  I 
dedicate to it a specific topic in section B2 – New knowledge. So that I don’t repeat 
myself, I will not make any further considerations about it in this section.
Following this progress review, we had two main work fronts: the consolidation 
of our estimations (which would represent the end of question 1); and start to work on 
question 2. The consolidation of our estimations consisted in: verifying if all businesses 
existing in the “ANA space” were being considered; making sure that, in cases where 
we were using the same variables,  these  were  given the  same value;  and including 
information which we hadn’t received or analyzed for the first progress review.
In order to address question 2 we analyzed the evolution of each BA’s between 
2006 and 2010 trying to infer trends that justified the heterogeneous evolution among 
them. By understanding what had happened we found possible problems which would 
have to be addressed in our growth strategy. To guide our approach, we defined three 
drivers which influenced the value of exports. These drivers were then studied for each 
BA so that we could understand how ANA could stimulate exports.
• LE:  The definition of  these  drivers  was  useful  as  it  structured our  analysis  and 
helped the team to share a common view of what were the possible areas of action 
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we could develop ideas for. As these drivers were applicable to all BAs, our analysis 
was consistent and able to justify the relative potential of each BA.
The  consolidation  of  our  estimations  and the  definition  of  the  area  with the 
largest growth potential occupied our time for the rest of the month and were the main 
inputs  for  the  second progress  review.  This  second review went  very well  and  the 
discussion generated at its end directed our efforts towards new work fronts:
1. Some values we presented would have to be confirmed as they pointed towards a 
conclusion which was difficult to understand both for the team and ANA.
• LE: The main aspect of this problem was that, according to the information we 
had available and the feedback from some people inside ANA, the variables we used 
were supposed to be correct. Although we never believed they were reasonable, we 
had no other choice than to present them in the progress review and wait for the 
Board’s commentary. The situation it generated was not pacific and I understood 
that a consultancy project can cause severe internal conflicts. To defend the team 
from these  negative  attitudes  we must  strive  to  be the  most  credible  and avoid 
putting anyone directly in jeopardy in front of superiors.
2. The Board agreed with the first conclusions we presented regarding question 2 
and showed interest in that we studied more deeply the two types of passengers we 
had highlighted. Due to our understanding that this study was considered a valuable 
complement  to  the  company’s  knowledge  we  paid  special  attention  on  how  to 
approach and develop our study so that the results presented were satisfying.
• LE: Looking back at the outcome of the project, I am led to believe that the 
definition of two types of passengers as priorities was an error which, although not 
having caused great problems, made us distribute time and resources among more 
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tasks that would have been optimal. Even to study one type of passenger the time 
we had was limited. As, when he expressed these concerns, there was some pressure 
on the team to respond to the Board’s expectations we ended up having to do both.
With these three new work fronts (the study of the two types of passengers and 
the verification of the presented values), our schedule for the last month of project was 
quite  fulfilled.  We  had  to  conduct  further  field  research  but,  as  we  had  gained 
experience on how to do this, we had now a much more concise and objective approach.
• LE:  I  consider  that  this  phase was very productive with the team working well 
together.  The  fact  that  we  conducted  our  analysis  separately  and,  only  after, 
discussed  together  what  we  concluded  was  useful  as  each  of  us  brought  his 
perception unbiased by what the others were thinking.  The only problem in this 
phase was that we had to study the two types of passengers what required an extra 
effort by the team and made planning a little more complex.
During this  phase, we dropped a work front that  we initially proposed to do 
-benchmarking  analysis.  We started  collecting  information  and soon realized  that  it 
would  be  difficult  to  do  quantitative  benchmarking  because,  due  to  the  variety  of 
possible businesses in an airport, we were struggling to find companies which could, 
according to their dimension and financial structure, be comparable to ANA.
• LE: I believe we acted wisely and rapidly in assuming that this task was not being 
productive  and  the  results  we  had  obtained  so  far  did  not  provide  significant 
insights. Although, the time we spent obtaining and studying this information was 
useful in complementing our knowledge about the industry as we were looking at 
peers which worked in completely different environments.
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The preparation of the last progress review included the production of a large 
amount of content (almost 60 slides including annexes) and this represented a challenge 
in terms of communication. As we were presenting the project’s overview we would 
have  to  balance  past  information  with  the  new  content  while  making  the  meeting 
interesting for all the participants (which only some were familiar with our work). 
• LE: Despite the progress review going well and the team receiving a good feedback 
from the entire ANA Board, this last phase was not easy and some things could have 
been done better. Due to schedule conflicts, we only discussed the structure of the 
document with the supervisor with a small margin of time. By then, we had already 
produced a lot of content but hadn’t been able to find a simple way to design the 
document and communicate that content effectively. It was a stressful phase which 
demanded a lot from us. I believe we could have been able to predict some of the 
problems the supervisor highlighted but, as we were so focused in registering all the 
information we had collected, we ended up disregarding a more practical approach.
2.3) Recommendations:
Reviewing the process and outcome of this project, I consider the key messages 
passed to ANA’s management are:
• ANA’s importance in terms of exports clearly surpasses the revenues it is able to 
generate. This is due to the fact that it doesn’t have control over every economic 
transaction inside the “ANA space” and, even in those it exerts control, it does not 
capture fully the value of all these transactions.
• The profiles of passengers which travel through ANA’s airports are changing. It is 
vital that ANA understands how and why they are changing so it can generate more 
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value per passenger. There are two types of passengers (both addressed during this 
project) to which ANA should give special attention.
• Regarding  the  drivers  of  exports  we  defined,  only  one  seems  promising  as  it 
combines a significant impact and seems realistically controllable. If ANA wants to 
increase the value of its exports in the future it should do so through the stimulation 
of this driver in a specific BA.
Although  these  messages  clearly  bring  some  useful  insights  for  ANA’s 
management they do not seem so straightforward. The aspects of the project which I 
believe  had  the  most  impact  in  terms  of  providing  a  new perspective  and ideas  to 
management (which I believe is one of the objectives of a consultancy project) were:
• The passenger’ profiles we defined seemed well received by management because 
they provided a completely new vision unbiased by what had been done before. By 
starting from “scratch” we were able to absorb what we saw instead of confirming 
what we thought we were going to see producing, thus, new “breeds” of profiles.
• The  ideas  we  presented  were  quite  simple  to  understand  and  implement.  So, 
although they might not be the most profitable, we were able to show the Board that 
some small actions can cause significant reactions in the passengers. The fact that 
we were distant from the current strategies let us do real “out-of-the-box” thinking 
(considering ANA’s internal knowledge as being the box).
• We used information from various sources inside the company and, by showing an 
integrated  analysis,  we presented  conclusions  that  were strikingly interesting  for 
ANA’s Board.  The fact  that  we were able to collect  and cross information from 
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various  sources  inside  the  company  allowed  us  to  present  a  top-down  view 
(discussed further in section B2) which is the one that management most needs.
Despite our ideas being simple, in terms of their implementation it is possible to 
predict some problems:
• Tighter budget will make non-vital investments difficult to approve.
• The turmoil implied by the privatization of ANA (as changes in management or new 
strategic plans) may cause our proposals and the content of our project to be lost in 
this process losing any priority it possibly has.
• Lack of involvement of the department for which we presented recommendations 
may cause that the information collected and conclusions achieved will never reach 
the people to whom they would be most useful.
3) REFLECTION ON LEARNING EXPERIENCE
3.1) Previous Knowledge
The course of “Competitive Strategy” was quite useful as it provided me which 
both general and specific knowledge for this project. This course was very practical and 
case-study focused and, so, I gained insights on how firms competed and what strategies 
can be used to achieve a favorable position and/or undermine competitors’ efforts. In 
terms  of  specific  knowledge,  two  business  cases  studied  were  useful:  one  about 
Ryanair’s  evolution,  business  model  and how it  interacted with other  entities in  the 
market (which allowed me to understand how low cost airlines started in Europe, how 
and why they grew so fast as challengers to the traditional airlines’ position as leaders); 
and a case about the pricing war which happened in the USA’s market in the beginning 
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of the 90’s (most specifically, 1992) which describes how the airline industry changed in 
the last years both in the way companies are managed and organized but also how the 
service of “airline transport” offered to the customer evolved.
The  topics  studied  during  the  “Marketing  Planning”  course  were  especially 
useful for the part of our project where our focus was on understanding the customer’s 
needs, preferences, behaviors and defining how to serve these customers.
The  course  of  “Internationalization  Implementation  Analysis”  was  also 
important  in  the  way  that  it  though  me  about  the  importance  of,  when  initially 
approaching  a  new  company/industry/problem,  trying  to  understand  the  company’s 
business  model  and  how  it  interrelates  with  its  environment  before  starting  any 
analytical work. I also understood that the implementation of any plan will have to be 
aligned with the company’s strategy, its resources and how it is organized.
3.2) New Knowledge
This  project  was  very  enriching  thanks  to  the  incredible  learning  we 
incorporated (the famously steep “consultancy learning curve”), I will now refer some 
concepts which I consider particularly interesting:
• Pyramid principle:  communicating  ideas  to  senior  executives  must  be  done 
following a ranking defined by the importance and level of detail of each idea. First, 
present  the  final  conclusions,  implications  these  conclusions  will  have  for  the 
business and the main recommendations on how to deal with the situation. In this 
way we are giving a top-down perspective. Although we should try to give general 
ideas, specific examples are very useful to illustrate some concepts to someone that 
does not know the team’s work. Only then, and if the person shows interest, we 
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should explain gradually the methodologies used and practical work done to achieve 
these conclusions. These more specific explanations are part of a bottom-up view 
which is very particular to those which worked on the analytical part.
• 80-20 rule (also known as Pareto principle):  this rule has a statistical base 
which can be roughly explained as suggesting there is a relation between cause and 
effect  so  that  80%  of  effects  come  from  20%  of  the  causes.  It  is  of  upmost 
importance when working on a consultancy project as you have limited resources: 
time constrained by deadlines, a small amount of people and only a certain amount 
of knowledge specific for that project. So, in order to make the problem definition 
and solving the most efficient (focus on process) and effective (focus on results) 
possible, the individual consultant and the team as a whole have a lot to gain by 
using the 80-20 principle when prioritizing and organizing work. 
• Wordsmithing: this “technique” is based on the idea that, when communicating 
something, you should do so with the minimum number of words possible. This is 
very important  when dealing  with  senior  executives  as  they praise  dealing  with 
people which are objective and clear. Although this can be applied to any form of 
written document, it is the most useful when preparing presentations as it makes the 
most  difference.  First,  understand the main ideas you wish to  transmit  and then 
“wordsmith” them so that they become both easy to read and easy to understand 
(there is some correlation).
• “A page must live by itself”: this rule should be applied to every document that 
is  given  to  the  client  for  three  reasons:  it  strengthens  the  document  as,  when 
reviewing it you can spot failures and/or ambiguous messages being then able to 
correct  them  in  time  by  incorporating  the  necessary  information;  it  prevents 
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problems in understanding; and tries to avoid misuse of the document internally. 
This has a sound impact on the credibility of the team’s work both during and after 
the project as any person who looks at the document will understand clearly where 
the information comes from. Of course, this rule must be complemented with the 
“wordsmithing”  technique  so  that  you  balance  the  content  (which  must  be 
complete and flawless) with the form (which must be simple and objective). The 
same idea can be applied to Excel files: you must organize the sheets and present the 
information in a way that someone that hasn’t seen it before can understand and 
work with it. A simple example: instead of putting the formula in Excel as “=2+2” 
we  can  put  “=(2)+(2)”  so  that,  with  the  second  option,  anyone  can  see  what 
calculation was made while, with the first option, he will only see the final result.
• Production of a document:
• The MASTER: the Master is the original version of any document that will be 
presented to the client and is normally held by the project leader (the rest of the 
team only has a copy). This is useful when you have people producing materials 
separately for the same end presentation as it is easy to know which is the latest 
version and what changes have to be made in each part. Although, as we were a 
small team normally working together, having a Master was not essential but I 
believe in the future it will certainly be. 
• The process: the fact we started to draft a preliminary version of the document at 
an early stage was useful as we could then understand what was the goal of our 
practical work and what type of conclusion should we strive to achieve. This 
would serve as a guide and helped us to understand how our different work 
fronts would be integrated in the document.
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• The  storyline: the concept of having a storyline during our presentations was 
both new and enriching on how to effectively communicate our conclusions and 
recommendations. It  is important for someone who isn’t aware of the team’s 
daily work to be able to understand what we are presenting in a way that is 
interesting to them. A rule-of-thumb can be used to verify if the storyline makes 
sense and is consistent: compare the titles of the pages/slides with the content of 
the executive summary and, if they have a fairly similar structure, the storyline 
is considered to be well designed.
• Triangulation: estimations are part of the daily work of a consultant and, most 
times,  the  objective  is  to  achieve  an  “approximately  right”  value  instead  of  an 
“exactly wrong” one. So, to solidify any estimation made it is important to use: as 
many available sources when gathering data; and different methods of estimation 
depending on what kind of data is available. Then, by cross checking these methods, 
we can  evaluate  if  the  results  achieved are  acceptable  (when all  methods  point 
towards a fairly similar value/conclusion) or if they need to be revised/redefined.
• Equation of trust: This equation [Trust = (Credibility + Reliability + Intimacy) / 
Self-orientation)] serves as a guide on how to build a trustful relationship with your 
client. Regarding credibility, when we started the project we only had supporting it 
the fact  we are students from NOVASBE and our quality had been assessed by 
individual  interviews.  By presenting  ourselves  with  a  professional  stance  (dress 
code,  language,  confidence)  we were able  to build  our  credibility gradually.  As 
reliability is concerned, we always tried to respect guidelines, produce work which 
was consistent with the client’s expectations and give special attention to any detail 
which would compromise the tasks we proposed to do. Intimacy is, in my opinion, 
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the  most  difficult  input  to  this  equation  as  it  will  depend much on the  specific 
personalities of people in the team and the client. As I dealt with the same people, 
almost on a daily basis, I tried to adapt my conversation and interactions to their 
personal styles so that some empathy could be created between the parts. Regarding 
self-orientation, the fact that this project was simultaneously my work project led 
me  to  regard  it  as  the  main  priority  during  these  months  and  this  boosted  my 
commitment to the project.
Along with these concepts we also learned a lot regarding the process and the 
way to manage such a type of project. I will now describe briefly two aspects which I 
believe are of upmost importance and provide powerful lessons for the future.
In terms of team dynamics (which is, in my perspective, an important learning 
from  this  project),  I  reached  some  conclusions  and  understood  what  positive 
experiences can be replicated in my future:
• I hardly knew my team when the project started. I had “seen them around” but I had 
never actually talked with any of them so this project was a true “fresh start” in our 
relationships. This was positive as, due to the importance in terms of learning and 
weight  in  our  final  grade,  it  was  good  to  start  off  with  a  very  professional 
relationship. By starting the project like this we had the chance to gradually build up 
trust and empathy between each other while never letting personal issues prevent the 
team from being the most productive.
• Something very important which arose in the first weeks of the project was that we 
all praised a “free speech policy”, that is, we would always talk with each other and 
“problem-solve” together any issue/conclusion we did not feel comfortable with no 
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matter how sensible or how unrelated to our  BA it  would be. This helped us to 
continuously improve our work as each team member looked at  BAs he was not 
responsible for from a different perspective (top-down view) and could, thus, give 
constructive feedback and spot errors which the other, due to his involvement in the 
practical/analytical work (bottom-up view), did not notice.
Regarding  project  management,  there  were  two  different  phases:  the  first 
where there was no project leader; and a second where we rotated this task. Results 
were far better in the second as we were obviously more experienced but also because 
having a leader is vital for managing multiple work fronts and diversified tasks. From 
my experience, the most important advantages of having an effective project leader are:
• He  has  constantly  the  concern  of  looking  at  the  “big  picture”,  that  is,  he  is 
responsible for distancing himself for the daily activities of the team to analyze the 
project  from a  top-down  perspective  which  is  the  way that  the  project  will  be 
transmitted to the client.
• He is the one which must make sure that results are achieved according to the plan 
and objectives for the project. For this, he must organize efficiently the workload 
among  team  members  and,  when  necessary,  rapidly  redesign  this  to  deal  with 
possible changes in scope or problems with certain work fronts.
• Although in a professional situation this is not so true, in our case he was the one 
responsible for having the most pro-active attitude and vision so he could take on 
tasks which are apparently more difficult or unpleasant.
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3.3) Personal Reflections
The main strengths and weaknesses I will now present came mostly from the 
feedback I received after the project as I identified with what was said about me by the 
people  who worked  with  me  (an  outside  perspective).  I  also  tried  to  add  my own 
perception of these issues (from an inside out perspective) as it is only by mixing these 
two points of view that I will be able to constructively understand how to increase my 
strengths and mitigate my weaknesses.
In terms of my strengths I can highlight the following:
• Establishing and maintaining profitable professional relationships:  although I 
would not think of this as one of my main skills, it seems that the way I approached 
people during this project was quite satisfying. I believe this is due to two main 
concerns of mine: understand and respect the needs of others; and being able to 
align my interests with those of the other part so that we can cooperate towards a 
common goal.
• Out-of-the-box  thinking:  I’m  able  to  brainstorm  actively  while  providing 
interesting and diversified solutions. I believe this is due to my deductive mental 
frame  which  makes  me  analyze  each  problem/situation  from a  wide  scope  thus 
generating alternative ideas and solutions.
• Team leadership:  I  am very comfortable in a leadership position because I  feel 
assured that the work is being oriented and organized. By trying to rapidly consider 
the different options along with the pros and cons of each of them, I am able to 
make quick decisions. Despite not being a very organized person,  regarding any 
important project I directly try to prioritize tasks so that the work is done in the most 
effective manner. As soon as I think there is no one leading the team I feel an urge to 
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assume that role as I see it vital that someone does so to assure that the outcome of 
the project is satisfying.
• Practical judgment, capacity of abstraction and top-down perspective: I believe 
I actively engage in a mental effort to understand the key issues which the project 
must address so that my work is objective and directed towards the solution of these 
issues. During the project I saw this capacity strengthen itself gradually (especially 
after  the  first  progress  review)  as  I  started  to  understand how our  work should 
converge to communicating conclusions to the Board. These skills are certainly a 
support for my capacity to lead the team.
Regarding my weaknesses, this project has called attention to some facts:
• I self-inflict too much pressure: in some points of the project I felt stressed by not 
being  able  to  present  what  I  considered  would  be  my  best.  In  some  cases  it 
happened due to my limited knowledge (about the subject or in technical terms) and 
in others because I was not approaching the problem in the most simple way. At 
times where the work produced by the team was not being well received by the 
supervisor, I assumed quite a defensive stance when receiving feedback. Although I 
reflected deeply about what was said later on, I always felt “guilty” for not being 
able to show a better product (being it from my work front or that of the others). 
This attitude caused my motivation levels to be quite variable depending on the 
quality of the work we produced. 
o How to mitigate  this:  I  should  see any problem/challenge  as  a  learning 
opportunity and not feel that I should be able to solve everything at first. To 
help this I should interpret a failure as “one more way that doesn’t work” 
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instead of a personal sign of weakness. Another important aspect to avoid 
that this affects my performance is that I must feel ready to ask for other 
peoples’ help and also be comfortable showing my unfinished work so that, 
in case it not going in the “right direction”, there is still time and margin to 
improve it.  
• I tend to overcomplicate some issues: this happened both in terms of analytical 
tasks and when problem-solving.  During the first  part  of the project  I  struggled 
greatly to conclude some of my estimations due to the fact that I overcomplicated 
the model  I  designed to calculate  them. This made me waste  valuable  time and 
energy  without  achieving  a  satisfying  outcome.  One  such  moment  was  in  the 
beginning of the estimations for my work front: I was the last member of the team to 
receive the data from ANA and, as this was making me quite anxious,  I started 
developing a series of Excel models which then were not adapted to the way the 
data was organized so I had to redesign them.
o How to mitigate this:  instead of rushing into the practical  part,  I  should 
spend  some more  time  thinking  and  planning.  I  should  also  pay special 
attention to the relative importance of each task so that I focus on the most 
important ones.
Although this project has brought “light” to many of my doubts and concerns 
about starting my professional life by trying to find a job in the consultancy area, I still 
have mixed feelings on that subject. I will now present the pros and cons I perceive such 
a choice would bear.
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I see myself as a business consultant because:
• It is a first job which offers a great learning opportunity and will certainly help me 
to develop my skills by being inside an organization which is expert in managing 
and transmitting knowledge internally.
• It  offers  the  possibility  of  international  experience  and mobility.  I  consider  this 
aspect as a very important one as I believe contact with other cultures and having a 
diversified  network  are  key  elements  to  both  my  professional  and  personal 
development.
• The variety of possible projects offered by consultancy firms is a sound argument 
for this choice as they allow me to learn by contacting with different industries, 
companies and environments in a way impossible in other types of firms (at least in 
the same period of time). I believe this will help promoting my mental flexibility 
preparing me for new situations and challenges.  This diversity is  also vital  as it 
avoids having a “routine” thus helping make each day of work to be different and 
provides me with constant challenges which I believe are key elements for boosting 
my motivation levels.
I do not see myself as a business consultant because:
• The  conscience  of  the  characteristics  and  responsibilities  of  a  consultancy  job 
(namely, time and effort demanded) makes me anticipate the need I have to balance 
my personal life (where physical outdoor activities have an important role) with the 
professional one. I’m currently not sure how I will deal with this trade-off and I fear 
that,  if  I  become  unbalanced,  this  will  affect  my  performance  and  motivation 
preventing me from taking full advantage of the opportunities such a job provides.
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